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[Editor’s Note:  Jyothisha has two pure science parts,

and a third the prediction part. The two scientific parts

in astrology are Astronomy and Mathematics which

are accepted by all as pure modern sciences.

Although the prediction part is not readily accepted

by the modern public as “scientific”, according to

the Sanskrit definition that too is a saastra, a sci-

ence. The following article on this contentious sub-

ject, by an eminent expert and the author of the well

known and popular book on Astrogogy-

“Dashaadhyayi”, is presented here to prompt our

readers to cogitate about the subject].

The Encyclopaedia Britannica describes Astrology as

a Science or Pseudoscience of forecasting of earthly and human

events by means of observing and interpreting the stars, the

Sun, Moon and the planets. According to the Encyclopaedia,

astrology has exerted a sometimes peripheral influence on many

civilizations both ancient and modern. The description of

Astrology as a “Pseudoscience” is not unnatural but the very

fact that the science of Astrology has survived many a

civilization, itself is a vehement condemnation of the theory

that it is a pseudoscience or false-science. The strangest aspect

is that while it is a “fashion” to denounce astrology, every one

in secret in his heart of heart is very inquisitive about what

astrology has to say about his own future.

Robert Hand, an American scholar says Astrology is in

a similar position to modern Psychotherapy especially the

Schools of Freud, Adler, Jung, etc which had been derived

almost entirely from day to day experience with patients and

which depends on theoretical structures that are hard to verify

in a vigorous manner.
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I have started this essay quoting from Western literature and

Western authors because even this day a so-called sophisticated Indian

finds it more urbane to succumb to a Western than to our own culture.

Let me turn to our culture. All beings animate and inanimate

are subject to the influence of the planets, and astrology simply tells

us how and when they influence, whether they are goor or bad or

indifferent and how could alleviate, neutralize or overcome the

influence. That the planets do influence the nature is evident even to

an illiterate as can be observed by the influence of Moon on the ebb

and tide or the eclipses.

According to the Hindu Philosophy, Man’s present existence

is but a link in the chain of eternal existence. Unless we subscribe to

the existence of the Karma theory and the influence of Prarabdha

Karma (which will be explained later), many of the inconsistencies

we find in this world cannot be satisfactorily explained.

The Bhagavat Geetha says “Dehee Nityam” (the Soul is

eternal)  and does not die like the body. Every being during its

existence, does some work or other and each such work so done

leaves behind the results or fruits of his work. All such work done or

fruits earned during the thousands of births undergone by the being

are “stored” are known as “Sanchitha”. Out of these stored Sanchitha

Karma”, at the time of one death , the Jiva (corruptly called as Soul)

is in search of a proper body capable enough to enjoy this which has

sprouted itself and this is called “Prarabdha Karma”. The Prarabdha

Karma is inviolable and has to be experienced till that body survives.

Unless the Prarabdha Karma is fully enjoyed the body does not die.

Hindu astrological texts propound this theory as follows: “Jaatakamiti

prasiddham yallo keya diha chintyatae horaah | athavah daiva

vimarsana paryaayi khalaayam shabdhah” The horoscope is nothing

but the graphical illustration of what all results of “actions and fruits”

which are bound to be enjoyed in the life-time of the individual.

Bhagavat Geetha (3:3:3) explains the theory of  Prarabdha

Karma in the famous words “Sadrisam cheshthatae swasyaa prakrutaer

jnaanavaanapi” (Even a wise man works according to his Prakruti-

nature). Prakruti has been defined by Sankaracharya as “ Prakrutar

naama poorva kruta dharmaadi samskaaroe vartamaana janmani

abhivyaktee” (Nature is only the results of the fruits of the works

done in the previous births which have found expression in this birth).

I do not want to explain the practicals of astrology but just

will mention what are the planets. They are, according to Hindu

astrology nine in number:- (1) Sun, (2) Moon, (3) Mars, (4) Mercury,

(5) Jupiter, (6) Venus, (7) Saturn, (8) Rahu, and (9) Kethu. Though
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they are considered as planets, Rahu and Kethu are not,

according to the Hindu saastras but are only imaginary points

of concourse of the orbits of Earth and Moon. But Hindu

astrology does not consider that Uranus, Neptune, Pluto,

etc have any effect on human affairs.

Some of the agnostics question the veracity of the

science of Astrology saying it lacks exactitude. But that lack

is manifest in other sciences also. I will cite a personal

experience. In 1967, I was admitted in a most reputed Medical

College Hospital for acute stomach-ache. I was examined

and told that it was a case of appendicitis and I had to be

operated upon. Preparations were made for this operation

but then it was postponed saying it was not a case of

appendicitis but one of intestinal colitis. The third day the

diagnosis underwent a change. It was deciphered as

abdominal influenza. Still another change occurred in the

diagnosis- that it was a case of gas. That there was difference

of opinion does not mean I distrust allopathic medical science.

Hindu Astrology as a science is so vast that according

to treatises on astrology, only an “oohapoha patu” (one who

is adapt in dissecting the pros and cons of different aspects)

will alone be able to deliver the goods.

  Suffice to close this essay with a dictum that so

long as man’s future is shrouded in mystery till such time the

science of Astrology will survive and even the most agnostic

will have a sulking admiration of this science in his anxiety

to know his own future.


